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To, 

The Director (HR), BSNL Board,  
Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited 
Janpath, New Delhi 
 

Sub.  Preparation of seniority list of SDEs from vacancy year 2006-07 onwards in line with defined SDE RR 
          2002, Rota-Quota Rule of 2:1 between SCF and LDCE promoted executives. 
 

Respected Sir, 

Kindly refer above subject and our subsequent discussions/request to start preparation of SDE Seniority list 

from the vacancy year 2006-07 onwards i.e. SDE seniority list-9 and circulation of final SDE seniority list-8. 

It is important to bring to your kind notice that the SDEs promoted against vacancy year 2006-07 onwards 

are still in dark about their status and position. Preparation of seniority list is the first step towards the 

subsequent promotion but even the initial preparation has not been started for SDE seniority list for 

vacancy year 2006-07 onwards while it is already 2019. This has created anxious in the minds of rank and 

files and needs urgent attention to resolve. 

In this regard, we want to further submit here that the Rota-Quota Rule of 2:1 between SCF & LDCE 

promoted executives have been provisioned in SDE RR 2002 and the fixation of seniority has also been 

decided in the same line by the management committee for further list as informed to us. It is important to 

mention here that SDE seniority list-9 for vacancy year 2006-07 to 2008-09 has yet not been circulated 

although a provisional list of SDEs from SCF Quota and LDCE Quota has been circulated separately. So, the 

data is available and hardly few hour works are left to complete the task of preparing seniority list-9.  

Therefore, it is requested to consider the legitimate claim for preparation of seniority list-9 as per SDE RR 

2002 Rota-Quota Rule of 2:1 between SCF & LDCE and thereafter its circulation at the earliest. It is also 

requested to circulate the final seniority list-8 as the same has not been done yet. We are quite hopeful 

that this will pave the way for future promotion to the BR executives also in the AGM grade and justice will 

be rendered to these deprived executives. 

With warm regards, 
   --Sd/--  

      [MD. WASI AHMAD]  
    General Secretary (I/C)  

Copy to:                      AIGETOA, CHQ 
1. The CMD, BSNL for kind information please. 

2. The PGM (Pers) for kind information and n/a please.  


